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The 45th president lost an election and incited a failed insurrection, but his grip on the GOP is absolute. What
with democracy ̶ and the future?

s next for a party at war

The Forever-Trump Movement Has Won
First Read is your briefing from "Meet the Press" and the NBC Political Unit on the day's most important political stories and why they
matter.
As Democrats get antsy to achieve top priorities, Biden has yet to weigh in
I know the WWE owns the names they give their wrestlers but when they let a wrestler go, is there a chance that the wrestler could pay
them for the rights for the name out of his/her pocket? The WWE ...
WWE TALENTS BUYING THEIR NAMES, THE COCK AIN T LAID OUT WELL, LOST MOJO AND MORE
A pioneering educator turned children loose to play with discarded objects, giving them a different sort of preparation for life.
Queen of the Junkyard
DeSantis has Florida ban critical race theory from schools, joining other Republican-led states in freaking out about something he can't
actually define.
Column: GOPs critical race theory alarmism is nothing more than favorable ignorance conjecture
Despite opposition to Guilford Public Schools equity and social justice initiative, a group of parents is pushing forward in hopes of spurring
change in the classrooms. Kristine Ford grew up in ...
Facing critical race theory comparisons, Guilford parents push diversity initiative
MONEY HEIST is known for its many twists, but a new fan theory suggests another huge plot twist is on the way in the Netflix drama's final
run. Is Alicia Sierra really pregnant?
Money Heist season 5 theory: Is Alicia Sierra actually pregnant?
The conspiracy theorist in me simply doesn t believe it, he said. As I listened, he seemed to build a conspiracy theory on the fly.
According to Charlamagne, the president was pretending to get the ...
Where did the microchip vaccine conspiracy theory come from anyway?
The Southern Baptist Convention held its largest gathering in decades Tuesday amid debates over race and sexual abuse, a concerted
effort to push the conservative denomination even further to the ...
Southern Baptists hold annual meeting amid push from right
Investing in smallcap companies can be riskier than largecaps and, therefore, Wanger advises investors to perform a careful research
before trying to spot established firms with an able management ...
Ralph Wanger's tips on how to make money in smallcap stocks
Incorporated The first the authoritative history of hedge funds-from their rebel beginnings to their role in defining the future of
finance.Based on author Sebastian Mallaby's unprecedented access to ...
More Money Than God: Hedge Funds and the Making of a New Elite
J.W. Mason is an associate professor of economics at John Jay College of Criminal Justice -- part of the City University of New York -- and a
fellow at the Roosevelt Institute. Hi ...
John Jay s J. W. Mason Q&A on The New Economics: Transcript
It is more than a little surprising that enlightened modern-day liberals, who have supposedly declared war on every inherited cultural
assumption, would celebrate this obvious revival of the great man ...
The Man Who Loved Presidents
Investigating the lab leak theory. By Jonathan Wolfe and Amelia ... interfered with the investigation. It also didn
W.H.O.-China team s report, released in March, dedicated ...

t help that the

Coronavirus Briefing: What Happened Today
Former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said it was a "mistake" to nix the idea that the coronavirus could have come from a laboratory
in Wuhan, China.
Condoleezza Rice says public health officials made a 'mistake' in early dismissal of Wuhan lab leak theory
The Southern Baptist Convention is electing a new president Tuesday amid a push by ultraconservatives to wrest control of the
denomination ...
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